
 
 

Smaller walks on foot 
 
If you do not have an appointment for massage or yoga, if you do not make a day or half-day 
trip, neither by car nor boat, but you want to do something small, then you can take a walk 
directly from your house on your own or accompanied. 
 
1. For a beach stay a beach walk suggests itself, of course. Unfortunately the Balinese north coast 
is quite dissected, partly rocky and eroded, making it a little difficult. Nevertheless a very nice 
and kilometer-long beach walk is possible, if you plan for two, rather three hours. 
 
Walk from your house westwards, first along the coastal wall passing the spring water pool of 
Air Sanih and continuing about one further km. A few times you have to climb down from the 
wall and climb up again - this is a small barren spell. You’ll pass a small river, where the locals are 
washing their laundry and taking a bath as well. Then the beach gets wider and leads around 
eight km to Kubutambahan. Apart from a few private villas and individual fisherman houses, only 
coconut palms and pandan trees line the wide sandy beach. Finally you reach a fishing village 
with many boats. Then it is probably time to turn back, because trudging in the soft sand is 
exhausting and gives you a chance for a heavy muscle ache. 
 
You should not make this walk in the heat of the noontime, but preferably in the early morning 
or later afternoon and anyway in the hours around low tide, otherwise the wall passages can be 
difficult. In any case, do not forget a good sun protection! 
 
2. You can also try going eastward, but you can not escape the coastal wall. Here, too, you have 
to climb up and down the wall a few times. After four hundred meters you will reach the new 
small complex "Mojito" with two small octagonal bungalows and a restaurant "Warung Pesisi", 
which you can try as a dinner alternative in the evening. Then you pass several Dutch bungalow 
complexes to the small Cape, which you can see from us to the east. The village of Bukti is 
following, where the trail becomes difficult, so you will probably return. After an hour you'll be 
back home again. 
 

 



 
 

 
3. Several walks lead into the hills south of CBG. If you pass our two bungalows on the beach 
wall westwards, turn left after 40 meters in front of the new pumping station and cross the 
coastal road, you can follow a small asphalted road, which offers several options. 
 
The shortest (about 1 h in total) is a small round walk. Turn to the left (east) at the first asphalted 
junction and reach the village of Air Sanih. Again turn left to the north and follow the village road 
back to the coastal road. From there you might follow either the road or the beach wall some 
800 meters back to the resort. 
 
If you continue the small road a few hundred meters further, you will reach a second branch, 
close to a small shop ("Warung / Toko Kadek"). If you choose the right option, you will pass a few 
small lodgings, then the asphalt ends, and the path, still slightly ascending, is also suitable for 
your morning jogging. The path after a while leads, slightly descending, through a dry forest and 
through a rural environment with small farms and goats herds. Sometimes dogs can be annoying, 
reacting excitedly to the rare strangers. You can follow this path through a small-faced landscape 
until the tiredness reminds you to return. 
 
If you turn left at the second branch, the asphalted narrow road leads about 2 km to the small 
village Bantes, where you could have a coffee break in a small Warung. But it seems often closed. 
In both cases you have to go back the same way. 
 
On all walks you should take your mobile phone with you and store Jersans or Ciliks number 
before, so you can reach us easily and we can pick you up at all events 


